FAQ’s CCA Points
Why is the CCA starting a points system/race?

The CCA points series is designed for CCA Players, groups and CCA supporters as a thank you
for all the support players and groups have shown for the CCA. It's intended to bring players
together of all skill levels to compete in organized, well run events with the best equipment and
some guaranteed payout pots.

Do you have to participate in the points race?

No, the points race is a completely optional program for those that are interested.

Are you trying to compete with larger cornhole organizations?

No, we think that what the larger cornhole organizations are doing is great. We encourage players
to play wherever they feel comfortable. And yet we feel there is a great need for our players and
supporters to have an organized experience within the CCA where the money, prizes and fun stays
local and within the state.

Why should I participate in the CCA points race?

If you'd like to earn local points, have guaranteed payout pots and do not want to travel or pay to
become a pro then this points race is for you.

Will this race join with Texas Cornhole Leagues (TCL) race?

Yes, the goal is at the end of season 2 to have a very large TCL vs. CCA tournament.

Who oversees this new system?

Starting in January of 2020 there will be a group of CCA directors and players that will form our first
ever CCA Players Committee, they will be tasked with managing all aspects of the points race.

Why are you adding Tier Levels?

Tiers are intended to group players of similar skill levels for competitive and social play. Once
players are assigned tier levels it allows the organizers many different options on types of
tournaments and makes for a more competitive environment for the players. For example, we can
have a C tier partnered with an A tier tournament or an all B tier tournament. Establishing player
tiers is also a way for the CCA to manage and move players up and down based on their skill and
how they finish in qualifying events within the CCA season.
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How will players Tier Levels be identified?

This first season we are asking Players to self-identify after reading the definitions of each tier
level. Players may ask CCA directors for assistance in identifying. CCA directors will also be able
to rank players skills.

How do I choose what Tier Level I am?
Read through the definitions, do your SCR (skills challenge ranking), and evaluate yourself as
objectively as you can. Your tier level is not solely evaluated on how you place on weeknight
cornhole nights. Your tier level is NOT what other players say you are. How do you play in large
tournaments? how do you play in tournaments away from home with all different levels of players?
Keep in mind you want to rank yourself as honestly and objectively as possible, you can always
play up as a lower level player, but you cannot play down if you rank yourself higher than your
capabilities. You may also want to look at your scoreholio SPR as you are deciding.

Will my Tier level ever change?

There are two ways that a player’s tier level could change. The first is an automatic bump based on
a players’ finished placement in qualifying events. The second is an earned bump where the
players committee and CCA corporate review a player’s skills and assess if the player is placed in
the correct tier.

What if I choose the wrong Tier level?

Unfortunately, unless there are extreme circumstances that you bring before the players committee
for review you will need to play at that level. The following season you will be able to adjust and
pick a different tier level

What is the difference between Tiers and Points?

Tiers help us identify players levels and points help us identify champions
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What are player Cards?

Becoming a CCA BASIC or PREMIUM card holder gives you amazing benefits and allows you the
ability to earn points as you compete against players at the same skill level for championship titles,
prizes or cash within the CCA. You have an opportunity to see how you stack up against players at
your level living in your area, state and region! It is also utilizing the membership program to build
guaranteed payout pot’s for players competing in the points race that leads to the CCA post
season events and the CCA Championships. CCA card holders will be able to see each pot for
guaranteed payout tournaments grow on the calcornhole.com website. These amounts will be
updated monthly along with player points.

Do I have to buy a players Card to play in CCA?

No- You can play in any CCA event without purchasing a player’s card. In points sanctioned events
players without a player’s card will only be eligible to win prizes, not cash.

What is the difference between a basic and premium player card?

Basic player cards are designed for social players, these cards allow players to win prizes in
sanctioned events and track their individual points. Cost $25.
Premium player cards are designed for advanced players, these cards allow players to win cash in
sanctioned events and can compete for the Elite 60 race. Cost $35

How do I know which card I should buy?

Cards are completely independent of player tier levels. If you think that you would ever like the
opportunity to play up for cash, compete for the Elite 60 then purchasing the Premium Card would
allow you that capability. Just know that your money goes to the player card pots designated.
Premium card money goes to Open pots not social.

What if I buy a basic card but decide later that I want the premium card?
You will be required to purchase a premium card at full price.

Where does player card money go?

$10 to admin, $5 to bag tag and the rest of the money goes back to the players for guaranteed
payout pots in sanctioned events.
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Can I see the player card pots grow?

Yes, we will have a link on our website for you to access and see the pots increase as player cards
are purchased.

Will the points race change anything with CCA weekly cornhole nights?
No- Weekly nights are not part of the points race and will stay the same.

Where can I buy a players Card?

Cards will be available to purchase at posted sanctioned events and online at
www.calcornhole.com

Will all CCA tournaments be Points Tournaments?

No, only designated events will be eligible for points. We will still have many many events that are
not points race events.

How will I know what tournaments are points tournaments?

Points events are: Tour Tournaments, Anrak Signature Series Tournaments and designated
leagues only.

What if I cannot play in all the points events?

Our goal is to provide an abundance of events to choose from throughout the season so that if you
cannot make it to some you still have plenty of options.

How many points are needed to go into the post season?

OPEN A/B players must earn at least 1500 CCA points during the season or Full Scorecard to play
in the CCA Championships and post season events.
Social C/D players have to earn at least 600 CCA points during the season or Full Scorecard to
play in the CCA Championships and Post season events

What if someone plays in all the events- do they get all the points?

NO, players can play in as many points race events that they would like but only the top qualifying
scores will be put into the players card. See table below for what is needed to fill your card.
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Where can I find updated points standings?

We will update points and have them listed on the website www.calcornhole.com under the points
tab

When does the points season begin/end?

Season 1 begins in January 2020 and ends in August 2020

What if there is an error in my points?

You can email ccapoints@gmail.com for any and all points questions and concerns

Is there a new player conduct rule within CCA?

YES, it can be found in the race players guide and online at www.calcornhole.com! We realize that
no one plays cornhole to be involved in unnecessary conflict. It is our responsibility to create a
conflict free environment for our players and supporters and we will be strictly following the new
player conduct rules to ensure we do all we can to eliminate unnecessary and unwarranted player
conduct.

What if I have questions or still don't understand?

We know as with all new things it takes a while for all the new to set in. We have a dedicated group
of individuals that can help you. Please email ccaplayerscommittee@gmail.com
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